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Teach Your Children To

✓ Use the telephone. Practice making emergency phone calls with them.
✓ Memorize their name, address, and phone number (including area code).
✓ Walk confidently and stay alert to what's going on around them.
✓ Walk and play with friends, not alone.
✓ Refuse gifts or rides from someone they don't know well.
✓Go to a store clerk or security guard for help if you become separated in a
store or mall.
✓ Look out for other kids' safety and report anything that seems suspicious.
✓ Tell you if anyone touches them in a way that makes them feel uncomfortable.
A message from
the National Crime Prevention Council
in partnership with ADT.
Provided by:

RATE
STAGE
ID
VILLE, FL
N0.85

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's
Safety & Security Department

After living in Saudi Arabia's "scud
alley" for five months, BCBSF
employee Reynaldo Regulacion
says, "It's great to be home!"

@@liYlr�liYl r�

Emma C. Shipman, Customer Service
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3 FROM THE TOP -- Do friends and neighbors ask you
about BCBSF's financial performance? Dick Thomas
offers some suggestions for helping others understand
how the company works...
4 EMPLOYEES ONLY -- Helping South Florida teens
"Just Say No" to drug abuse; Results from the latest
Blood Drive; and why the Safety and Securit�
department is ready for any emergency.
6 FLORIDA FOCUS -- A new Customer
Service Directory should help you
answer questions; March of Dimes'
walkers raise money to fight birth defects;
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On The Cover:

Reynaldo Regulacion, Safety and Security officer,
recently returned from the Persian Gulf, where he
served in the 202nd Medical Group.

Photo by Virginia Crawford.

Rep. B,FC2
Joyce E. Smiley, Medical Review
Analyst RN,FCl
Terrelle J. Smith, Customer Service
Rep. B,FCl
Margaret L. Spahnle, Individual
Benefit Coordinator,FCl
Vickie E. Stephen, Clerk B, HOC
Stephanie D. Tompkins, Claims
Examiner A, HOC
Judy L. Vieren, Senior Actuarial
Analyst, UBM
Gia L. Watson, Image Entry Operator,
HOC
Sherrie J. Watson, Group Accounting
Specialist,FC2
Shirley A. Whitlock, Customer
Service Rep. B,FCl
Donna M. Wilkinson, Accounting
Clerk B, HOC
Leon E. Williams, Safety & Security
Trainee, HOC
Joan M. Young, Clerk B, JXM

• Jacksonville Golden Image award
for best magazine
• Best Public Relations Printed
Material,Florida Public
Relations Association
• Award of Distinction, magazine
category,Florida Public Relations
Association (state level)

U.S. Savings Bonds are as
solid as a brick wall. They are
safe, backed by the U.S. Gov
ernment. They are a competi
tive investment, with market
based rates and tax-deferral
and tax-exempt features.
Bonds purchased on a regular
basis are a painless way to
make your savings grow. Ask
about U.S. Savings Bonds
where you bank or work.

--U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

�
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THE GREAT AMERICAN INVESTMENT

POSTSCRIPT

Oh sure, it's probably not �
glamorous as it seems, being a
consultant. The travel, the rich
foods, the rapt attention of the
crowds -- surely all that gets o1
quickly.
By Rejeanne Davis Ashley
But just as surely, there an
perks that make all these horric
A tomcat in a suburban neighbor
glamour trappings seem more
hood prowled back yards by moon bearable.
Knowing, for example, tha
light, yowling and screeching in
pursuit of ever more amorous
your opinion matters more tha
adventures.
anyone else's -- isn't that a plus
Suddenly, the yowling stopped.
And having, almost de rig
A neighbor asked the owner if old
ueur, a story for all occasions
Tom got killed. "No," he said. "We doesn't this fill you with joy? I
had him fixed."
would give up chocolate for lif
"Oh," said the neighbor, "so
I could acquire and repeat the
he's not prowling at night any
ertoire of long-winded, com
more, huh?" 'Well," the owner
plicated and politically correct
said, "he's still gone every night,
stories, most with a moral, that
but now he goes out as a consult
you employ at will and with th
ant."*
very slightest provocation.
I can't even remember the
@est easy, consultants. I am
:,_, punch line to "knock kno
not
here
to
make
catty
re
who's there?" jokes.
�
marks. (I can see you now,
Given just the�
hackles raised, making
few incentives, it's
careful notes, faxing
wonder I aspire to
orders to your secretary ,
consultanthood.
to summon samples of
Why don't the�
torts, one finger on the
offer consultant
phone to call your
training module:
attorney. Slander! As
,, _ -�- �-· Is it because demru
persions! Insults!)
·, would so far exceed
I am only here to envy you, to
capacity that no work we
dream of the day when I, too, can
get done?
carry crisp clean cards that simply
The sad truth is, I probably
say: Consultant
have less chance of achieving r
This is my goal in life.
goal than I do of winning the
Just as the Mona Lisa, that
Lotto or kissing Kevin Costner
enigmatic painting, has fascinated
Hmmm ... Kevin Costner.
us for centuries, so do consultants
Forget what I said about lx
fascinate me. Who are they? What a consultant. I have a new goal
is it they do? Why do they get paid life.
so much money?
*From Communication World, Ma

The Cat's
Meow

ita L. Braswell, Claims Exam-

iner A, HOC
ma L. Carter, Statistical Clerk
A,GIL,
racey S. Carter, Image Entry
Operator, HOC
!bra 0. Coxwell, Secretary A,
HOC
nda L. Culbreth, Image Entry
Operator, HOC
:hanetta A. Culber, Claims
Examiner A, HOC
ugaret L. Cummings, Micro
�aphics Product Clerk, HOC
rin Dantzler, Customer Service
Rep. B,FC2
onna M. Diraimo, Customer
Service Rep. B,FC2
bbie E. Douglas, Secretary B,
HOC
nise A. Field, Claims Examiner
A,HOC
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Patricia Frazier, Customer Service

Rep. B,FCl
Linda G. Green, Secretary B,
TAM
Carla R. Hester, Data Entry

Operator, HOC

Paul C. Hester, Programmer

Analyst, HOC

Nancy H. Hill, Data Entry Opera

tor, HOC

Brendan M. Hodges, Claims

Examiner A, HOC
Lisa M. Jones, Customer Service
Rep. B,FCl
Lori A. Jones, Image Entry Opera
tor, HOC
James B. Key, Corres. Representa
tive B.,FC2
Robert E. Lawson, Claims Exam
iner A, HOC
Janet L. Lennox, Claims Examiner
A,HOC

Spec.,FCL
Beverly A. Miller, Secretary A,
HOC
Alan K. Monday, Customer
Service Rep. B.,FC2
Tammy L. Newby, Correspon
dence Rep A, SWD
Pamela P. Newton, Image Entry
Operator, HOC
Cynthia L. Norman, Clerk B,
HOC
Terry W. Powell, Clerk B, RIV
Sarah B. Powers, Image Entry
Operator, HOC
Helen S. Prescott, Medical Review
Analyst FN,FC2
Albert G. Sarkees, Customer
Service Rep. B,FCl
Lisa M. Sessions, Customer
Service Rep. B,FCl

BUILDING A CASE

fur Better Hearing and Speech
"L.A. Law" television star
Richard Dysart and poster
child Kimberly Bloss have
formed a partnership to
share this message of help
and hope. Like them, more
than 24,000,000 Americans
have hearing or speech prob
lems. They support the fact
that most people can now
be helped-through rehabil
itation, often with hearing
aids, or with medicine or
surgery. If you suspect that
you or a loved one has a
hearing or speech problem,
make your case today. Write
the Council for Better
Hearing and Speech Month
for a free resource booklet.
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FROM THE TOP

Susan K. Lucas, Policy Issue

Academy of Dispensing Audiologists •
Alexander Graham Bell Association for
the Deaf • American Academy of
Otolaryngology-Hcad and Neck Surgery
• American Association of Retired Persons
• American Auditory Society • American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association •
American T innitus Association • Better
Hearing Institute • Boys Town National
Instjtute for Communication Disorders in
Children • Deafness Research Foundation
• Delta Zeta Sorority and fuundation •
EAR Foundation • Gallaudet University •
Hearing Industries Association • HEAR
NOW • House Ear Institute• John Tracy
Clinic • Midwest Ear Institute • National
Captioning Institute • National Grange •
National Hearing Aid Society • National
Technical Institute for the Deaf, Rochester
Institute of Technology • Psi Iota Xi
Sorority • Quota International Foundation
• Sertoma Foundation • Society of
Otorhinolaryngology and Head-Neck
Nurses

Council for Better Hearing & Speech Month
5021-B Backlick Road
Annandale, VA 22003
1-800-EAR WELL (327-9355)

Dollars And Sense
By Dick Thomas, senior vice president,
Treasurer and Chief Financial Officer

lfuompanies are in business to
� earn money and make a
profit. When a company is prof
itable, it's good news, right?
Not always, as some of our
employees have learned.
In our case, even though we
are a mutual insurance company
owned by our policyholders, we
still need positive earnings. To
the general public and even some
of our customers, positive earn
ings mean "profit." Explaining
the subtleties of the "industry's
six-year underwriting cycle,tt or
"months in reserve" or "seasonal
claims trends" is not an easy task
-- especially to a friend or
neighbor who stops you at the
checkout line in the grocery store
when the clerk says: "Place of
employment?" and you answer:
"Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida."
Recently, several employees
have told me they were asked
why the company is "making so
much money."
They suggested that other
employees might also be dealing
with questions from their friends,
relatives and neighbors about the
company's financial performance
-- not only in good times, but
also in not-so-good times.

We are now in a period of
moderate earnings. Financial re
sults for the first quarter of 1991
are good: the company and its
consolidated subsidiaries have
generated a net income of $37 .1
million. This compares very fa
vorably to last year's perform
ance.
We've also gained contracts.
Our contract gain and good
financial performance suggest
that we have been very success
ful managing the company, that
we have made sound business
decisions, and that our managed
care programs are attracting a
larger customer base.
But to a friend or neighbor
who has experienced premium
increases for insurance coverage,
our earnings might seem too
strong. Their sentiment is: "It
seems like BCBSF would reduce
premiums if it's making money - or return some of the profit
back to the policyholders."
So how can you respond if
someone asks about the com
pany's performance?
Depending on the exact
question, here are a few possible
answers to help people under
stand BCBSF's performance:
1) During the first part of the
year, our performance is gener
ally stronger. Customers must
first meet deductibles, so they

send more claims in for process
ing in the second half of the
year.
2) Our industry is in the peak
years of a six-year cycle called
"the underwriting cycle" which
usually shows three years of
gains followed by three years of
losses.
3) We try to build equity
during the "high points" of that
cycle so that we have enough
money to pay for any unexpected
increases in the claims our poli
cyholders submit. Right now, the
company is prepared to pay for
the future health care costs its
customers will experience.
4) Some of our earnings are
used for researching and devel
oping new products for our
customers. Stress that we are
always looking for ways to better
serve people's needs.
I hope these messages help.
We should all be able to say with
pride that BCBSF is working
hard on our customers' behalf to
provide health care coverage
when they need it. ■
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Savings
For The
Stars
By Virginia Crawford,
Public Relations Specialist
fn>onn Tipton, BCBSF

The Night of Stars essay
contest -- which had a "Just Say
No" to drugs theme -- was spon
sored by Outreach, Inc., a teen
adolescent drug rehabilitative
center in Cape Coral. Approxi
mately 300 middle school
students participated in the
contest, which was open to Lee,
Charlotte and Collier counties.

{Y district sales manager for

Sarasota and Ft. Myers, pre
sented prizes and savings bonds
to the three winners of the
Fourth Annual Night of Stars
Essay Contest held recently in
Ft. Myers. BCBSF, through its
corporate charitable contribu
tions policy, provided the
savings bonds, which totalled
$600.

Donn Tipton is
district sales
manager for
Sarasota and
Fort Myers.
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"We are very interested in
helping our community," said
Tipton. "In the first three
months of this year, we have
sponsored about four events, and
we have targeted about six more
in the South Florida area. We
are interested in promoting job
opportunities, anti-drug mes
sages, reaching out to help the
homeless and other community
concerns like these."

10 years

Good
Blood
By Virginia Crawford

Latest Blood Drive is a
success, thanks to your
efforts ...

(I

f you

were one of
approximately 240 em
ployees who gave blood at
the recent BCBSF-sponsored
drive in Jacksonville, then
you helped donate more than
200 units of blood for the
Jacksonville community.
"We are very thankful to
all the employees who
donated blood," says Doug
Green, who coordinated a

Ailene Kiesel, Community
Relations director for Outreach,
Inc., says, "This contest gives us
an opportunity to say good things
about good kids." The proceeds
of the event go to the teen drug
rehabilitative center, which
currently helps about 40 families
whose teenagers are experiencing
substance abuse problems. ■
Blood Drive Committtee
made up of representatives
from Riverside, SWD, B ay
meadows Buildings 7 and 9
and Freedom
Commerce Centre.
Committee
members coordi
nated, recruited
and scheduled
donors for their
own buildings.
"The success
of the blood drives was
greatly due to the time, efforts
and organizational skills of the
committee," said Fran Bond,
donor resources consultant
with the Florida/Georgia
Blood Alliance, a non-profit
community service in
Jacksonville. ■

Com mittee
Member

Location

Earline McKinnie
Antoinette Pearson
J oyce Burns
Pat H iers
Brenda Short

86
Riverside
SWD
16
FCL, #9 and
BCBSF, #7 33
FCC
70

Units
Collected

Wanda Y. Beauford, Claims
Service Rep. IV, FC2
June D. Dowdell, Medical Review
Analyst RN, FC l
Barry G. Ferriol, Sr. Systems
Analyst, FC2
Henderson J. Gamble, Clerk C,
FC l
Brad M. Halpin, Senior S ystems
Analyst PAS, HOC
Michael R. Hightower, VP Govt.
& Legislative Relations, HOC
Leroy Jones, Supervisor Branch
Audit P ARD, TMP
Michael R. Liebl, S upervisor
Microforms Systems, HOC
Matthew J. Long, Supervisor
Branch Audit PARD, JPO

15 years
Mary L. Adams, Telemarketing
S ales Rep., GIL
Susan L. Brooks, Program OPS
Dev. Analyst, SWD
Betty L. Clark, Reimb. Comm.
Specialist Med. B., SWD
Carl A. Corsuti, Project Consultant
C, HOC
Kathy R. Cox, Other Carrier
Liability Analyst, FC 1
Linda E. Douglas, Claims Exam
iner B , JMA
Diana M. George, National Ac
counts Benefit Analyst, FC l
Donna Gibson, Subrogation
Coordinator, FC l
Barbara S. Harley, Supv. Claims
& Cust. Service, FC l
William R. Mullis, Section Leader
VII, HOC
Terry L. Paul, Fraud & Abuse
Analyst, SWD
Ping Sham Pun, Dir. Statistical
Med. Underwriting, GIL
Catherine W. Rushing, Corp. Fin.
Res. Analyst, HOC

Nona M. Stanley, Section Leader
IX, FC2
Rushon M. Watson, Senior Exam
iner, FC2
20 years
Gwendolyn J. Garvin, Correspon
dence Analyst, HOC
Donna J. Greathouse, Customer
Service Rep. B , FC2
Myra L. Wilson, Operation
Analyst II, JMA
25 years
Martha J. Aderhold, Mgr. Private
Business Claims, FC2
Phyllis M. Cody, Senior Advisor,
FC l
Janet E. Dennie, Customer Service
Rep. B , MIA

New
Employees
We welcome the following new
employees -- hired through April
15 and noted by their job title and
location -- to Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida:
Randall T. Abernathy, Project
Specialist ER & Empl., HOC
Mary A. Alderman, Micrographics
Product Clerk, HOC
Cheryl L. August, Group Ac
counting Specialist, FC2
Janet B. Bailey, Utilization Review
Coordinator, PEN
Deborah B. Baldwin, Claims
Examiner A, HOC
Anna M. Barton, Image Entry
Operator, HOC
Robin C. Berry, Image Entry
Operator, HOC
Laura L. Brannen, Executive
Secretary A, JXM

BLUE CROSS AND BL
SHIELD OF FLORIDA
CORPORATE OBJECT!
These are the company's str,
objectives for 199 1 . Plans anc
tives undertaken this year she
in support of one or more of
objectives:

Excellent Service

We will provide to our cust,
predictable, understandable, l
free service that is consisten
their expectations at purcha�
that minimizes the need for ct
involvement with paymen
providers.

Financial Strengtl

We will maintain Blue Cros
Blue Shield of Florida as a fin
strong and competitive organi

Market Share

We will attain dominant pr
market share consistent with f
soundness, delivery of sup
service and our overall pro1
strategy.

National Associatio

We will support a strong, efJ
national organization of pl

Organizational
Effectiveness

We will develop and maint2
effective, highly motivated
productive organizatiorJ

Provider Relationshi

We will create sustainable ca
tive advantage through effe
business relationships with pn

Public Understandi1

We will gain public and gove
tal understanding, acceptanc
support of corporate policie�
grams and actions.

FOR YOUR . BENEFIT

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Open Enrollinent For
Salary
.. Deferral

Service
Anniversaries

By Kim Peri Lambert

The following individuals, with
their job title and location noted,
celebrated anniversaries in May:

The Salary Deferral Savings Program is a convenient,
easy way for employees to build their long-term
al security. Open Enrollment for the Salary Deferral Program is
e of year when employees can join the program or make
s in their investment choices and/or �avings amount. If you are
participating in the Salary Deferral Savings Program, the July
lnrollment will be a good time to start.
lployees who are age 21 and have worked for the company one
more can elect to save from 1 percent to 1 6 percent of their pay
e-tax basis. By saving money before taxes are withheld, employ
uce their taxable income. The company makes a matching
ution to build the employee's savings by adding 50 cents for
lollar the employee saves, up to 6 percent of the employee's pay.
.ployees decide where to invest the contributions. They can
to invest entirely in one fund or split contributions among one
! of four investment funds -- Income Fund, B alanced Fund,
;und and Money Market Fund.
;h quarter, employees receive a written statement that keeps
tformed of how much they have contributed, how much BCBSF
ttributed and the amount of earnings (or losses) on the funds.
! Benefits staff will give a presentation of the Salary Deferral
n on June 4 and 5. Newly eligible employees are encouraged to
Immediately following the formal presentation, the Benefits
lll be available to answer individual questions about the Salary
Ll program or any other Blue Ribbon Benefits programs.
ployees who want to make changes, either in the amount of
intribution or their selection of various investment funds, need
Jlete an Enrollment Change form. Enrollment forms and materibe sent to employees at the end of May. Enrollment forms must
:ned to Compensation and Benefits (RHOC, 1 Tower), by
June 2 1 . Requested changes will be effective with the first
in July.
·ou have any questions, or would like more information about
1ry Deferral Savings Program, please contact Cheryl Matthews
\ 79 1 -6923) or Bev Ames (FCC, 363-4624.)

S years
John N. Arfanis, Account Repre

sentative, FfL

Karen M. Blaner, Other Carrier

Liability Analyst, FC l
Terri Beth Bosma, Secretary LD
Cust. Svc., MIA
Charlotte H. Brooks, Secretary A,
JMA
Nuris Camallea, Claims Examiner
B, MIA
Gloria S. Carvajal, Corres. Repre
sentative B , HOC
Angela M. Dean, Claims Examiner
B, MIA
Kathy M. Dove, Medical Under
writer I, FC2
Fannie M. Forcine, Clerk A, FCl
Jack R. Fountain, Jr., Mainte
nance Technician A, HOC
William T. Freeman, Dir. Re
gional Operations, ORL
Thomas K. Goodman, Account
Representative, JAX
Anna G. Howe, Group Accounting
Specialist, FC2
Julia A. Range Johnson, Corres.
Rep. B , HOC
Debra D. Nichols, Telemarketing
Sales Rep., GIL
Nancy M. O'Donoghue, Word
Proc. Operator, Med.B, JMA
Scott A. Vigh, Hardware Support
Specialist, FSB
Deborah J. Williams, Supv.
Claims & Cust. Serv., FC l
Terry M. Wooding, Utiliz. Review
Coordinator II, GNV

Ready To
Respond

L-R : Shift leader Joe Glover
and officers Sharon Wilt and
Mark Mantarro took first,
second and third places
respectively in Safety and
Security's physical fitness
testing. They received
plaques and Sports Authority
gift certificates. The FCC
staff took the traveling team
award in competitions held
with the RHOC staff; their
plaque is on display at the
FCJ lobby desk.

By Bill Bland, manager of
Safety and Security

Safety and Security person
nel are well prepared for
emergencies...
� hortly after they are hired, as

"g/ part of their safety and secu
rity training, all officers attend
classes conducted by SOS
Technologies, the oldest private
safety consulting firm in the
United States. Officers then
return for refresher courses at
least once each year.
The SOS class, called
Comprehensive Emergency
Response Training (CERT),
helps prepare BCBSF officers to
deal appropriately with medical
emergencies until Fire and
Rescue personnel arrive on the
scene.
Besides teaching basic first
aid and CPR (cardiopulmonary
resuscitation), CERT also spe
cifically addresses how respond
ers can recognize and effectively

control their own stress and
anxiety, so they are better able to
help others during an emergency.
The training is coordinated
by Dee Ponsell, retired chief of
the Rescue Division of the
Jacksonville Fire Department.
Ponsell's ties with the Fire
Department give BCBSF an
unusual advantage because many
of the instructors are firefighters
or paramedics assigned to the
stations that respond to BCBSF
emergencies.
This helps the instructors
monitor and critique our staffs
performance and then develop
training sessions personalized to
B CBSFs specific needs.

REMINDER:
• If your office is served by onsite BC BS F officers, report all
emergencies to Safety and Security. Don't cal l 9 1 1 -- when
rescue personnel arrive, they go to Safety and Secu rity for
inform ation and assistance.
• Always call Safety and Security first: they will respond to
your call i m mediately, and then will direct rescue personnel
to the right location.
• Dial #1 000 for emergencies at the Riverside Home
Office Complex. At Freedom Com merce Centre, dial
#3000.
• Offices not served by BCBSF security officers should
ca/1 91 1 in an emergency.

B CBSF Safety and Security
officers also attend annual fire
safety training. Conducted by
Jacksonville Fire Department
inspectors, the classes include
recognition of fire hazards and
practical, hands-on training
about how to use fire extinguish
ers to control small fires.
Safety and Security employ
ees also must take a physical
fitness test every six months and
are required to meet minimum
standards established according
to age and gender. The test is
based on the YMCA's "Y's Way
to Fitness." Officers are tested
in several categories, including
cardiorespiratory fitness, body
composition, flexibility and
muscular strength and endur
ance.
All this training helps ensure
that our Safety and Security
officers are well prepared to
handle any emergency. ■
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Bob Eagle, right, takes aim and
fires: Mike Jones, left, is going,
going, gone.

FLORIDA Focus

At Your
Service
By John Nunn, director of
Superior Customer Service

A new Customer Service
Directory is just what the
employees ordered...

(lf/ ave you ever received a
{J1J phone call from a customer

6

who has questions about a claim
or wants answers about insurance
programs? If so, you'll appreci
ate the new customer service di
rectory that is now available to
help employees answer custom
ers' questions. It provides cus
tomer service numbers, many of
them toll-free, for the various
major groups and segments
BCBSF serves.
When the members of a vol
unteer work group first distrib
uted a survey to measure em
ployee interest in such a direc
tory, they received 49 responses
out of 37 surveys distributed -
interest was so high that people
made copies for others to fill out
and return!
Currently, the work group
that developed the directory is
meeting with Telecommunica
tions to put it on-line for com
puter access.
You may order the directory
through stock requisition. Place
it behind tab VII in the corporate
telephone book. Send directory
changes to Edwin Zittrower in
PBO Training, 13T. ■
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ASPEN NOTES
Aspen Networking is easy! To send a message from your mailbox
to any other BCBSF ASPEN mailbox in the state, just follow these
steps :
1 . Record you r message (press # at the end) ;
2. Enter the node number and mailbox number;
3. Enter any desired deliver options, (urgent, private, etc.)
4. Press # to send the message.
ASPEN node numbers for offices around the state are:
Riverside Horne Office Complex -- 220
Freedom Commerce Centre -- 225
Northeast Region -- 830
Tampa Metro Office -- 720
M iami Metro Office -- 820
Fort Lauderdale Office -- 825
Orlando Metro Office -- 520

Below: In Orlando, Bill Freeman
Burchett are dressed to thrill as ti
up the vittles

Put On Your
Walking Shoes

By Susan Barnes,
Public Relations Intern

Regions rally to help the
March of Dimes' fight
against birth defects.
rtf/undreds of BCBSF
{J1J employees across the state
stepped out to help raise money
for the March of Dimes. They
joined the WalkAmerica 1991
walkathons held around the state
and also raised money through
bake sales and other activities.
The money raised will be
used to provide prenatal care and
education throughout Florida
and also will help fund further
medical research related to birth
defects.

Jacksonville
Approximately 240 BCBSF
employees participated in the
Jacksonville walk and raised
more than $9,000.

In Tampa (front row, L-R): Marina Blanco,
Joyce Arnold, Joelle Martinez, Joanne
Beardsley, Devion Arnold, Patty Brady,
Andrea Liston, Nancy Steinwinter. Back:
Tiffany Hazel, Tamaka Bailey, Jeanne
Carnall, Cecil Williams, Dmeter Dragov
ich, Sharon Dragovich, Rob Streeter,
Alyson Streeter, Kimberly Gray, John
Doolittle, Marcy Doolittle, Tiffany Bethal,

April Allen.

Above: two-stepping at Freedom Com
merce Centre. Below: The real treat is
finding a shady spot on a sunny day.
Right: Al Washington celebrates his 50th
birthd�jn �tyl�.

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Pam Stubbs, who works in
Senior Market Operations, has
been the Northeast Regional
Walk coordinator for four years.
For the last two years, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
has won recognition as the
largest corporate team, beating
out other large corporations in
the area such as Southern Bell
and Prudential. Stubbs received
an award from the March of
Dimes for the T-shirt she de
signed with the theme: "Cam
paign for healthier babies." The
design featured a baby sur
rounded by building blocks that
spelled out WalkAmerica.

Ltrf's Up,
Dudes!
>thing nicer than a pat on the
1 a few words of appreciation
U done -- except maybe a party!
;!e Appreciation Day is one way
; thanks to all employees for
ork during the year.
g everything from a male buns
!) to a Stealth bomber flyby, the
ows it knows how to have fun ...

.....

In Fort Lauderdale -
Georgia Brennan holds J.J.
Darrington, Goodwill am
bassadorfor Broward
County. Local deejays
Stevie Knox and Bobby
Mitchell from
Y-100 put on their walking
shoes, too.

West Coast Region

Thirty-three walkers in the
Tampa and Sarasota offices
participated in the walk and
raised more than $4,500.
Yolonda Hazel, coordinator
for the West Coast team, col
lected funds by placing change
containers next to the vending
machines. Hazel said, "Our soft
drinks are only 40 cents and
most people deposit two quar
ters, so the change containers
filled up pretty quickly."

Central Region

Bill Aber/y was the center of attention
as he demonstrated his special dance
techniques during the male buns contest.

Sixty-six walkers partici
pated and raised more than
$ 1 ,600. Sue Trzaskus, Member
In Pensacola (L-R) -- the McAllisters: Tom, ship and Billing supervisor and
Darlene, Mandy and Shay; Pat Miller and
WalkAmerica coordinator, said
daughter Leanne; Sue Pederson.
the best money maker was "a
chance for dinner for two at the
Outback Restaurant and tickets
Northwest Region
to
the Miami Dolphins/Fraternal
Twenty-two walkers partici
pated in the Pensacola Walk, and Order of Police charity basket
ball game." In addition, they had
approximately 60 employees
bake sales, candy sales and
made monetary contributions,
raffles for a hair and makeover
raising $ 1 ,000. Sue Kever,
Customer Service manager, sold sesion, an Orlando Magic
doughnuts and collected employ basketball game, and a glamour
ees' spare change to raise money. makeover photo session.
Karen Smeltzer, March of
Southern Region
Dimes' Northwest Regional
The Miami and Fort Lauder
director, spoke to the employees
dale
offices squared off to see
and also showed a video about
who could raise the most money;
the March of Dimes' purpose.
the Miami office triumphed.

Fermin Gonzalez, Human
Resources manager and Walk
America coordinator for the
Miami office, said 103 walkers
raised more than $5,000. Fermin
credited Ann Marie Rodriguez
for the sizable donation. Ro
driguez held a rally to encourage
employees to take part and also
urged them to get their families
involved. "Even the children
were given money jars to collect
donations," said Rodriguez.
Four employees from the
Fort Lauderdale office partici
pated in the Walk and raised
more than $330. Georgia
Brennan, customer servie
representative and WalkAmerica
coordinator for the Fort Lauder
dale office, said, "the interest and
support we had from manage
ment -- especially Regional Vice
President Dick Smith -- was
tremendous."
Brennan has been active with
the March of Dimes for four
years. Currently, she is a board
member of the Broward County
March of Dimes and is involved
with twelve March of Dimes ac
tivities. "Caring is what it's all
about," she said. "Our participa
tions should show how thankful
we are that we have -- or know
someone who has -- healthy
babies." ■
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FLORIDA Focus

Toys For Tots
Is A Winner
By Susan Barnes,
Public Relations intern

{l5?ixteen years of hard work
�have finally paid off for the
1 25 BCBSF employees who
organize and perform in the
annual Toys for Tots Variety
Show. They were recognized at
Volunteer Jacksonville's Annual
Awards Dinner on April 25 for
their extraordinary work.
BCBSF was one of three
corporate finalists chosen on the
basis of exemplifying excep
tional voluntarism to the com
munity. All three finalists were
presented awards by WJXT-TV4
anchors, Deborah Gianoulis and
Tom Wills.

At the 1990 Toys
For Tots Variety
Show rehearsals,
show directors
Barbara Mitch
ell and Eddie
Flowers act

happy.

8

The winner received $ 1 ,000
to be donated to the organization
of choice. BCBSF, as a runner
up, received $250 and awarded
the prize to the Marine Corp's
Toys for Tots Drive. Last year,
BCBSF collected more than
2, 100 toys for the Marine Corp's
Toy Drive.
"We are honored that we
received recognition for our
service to the community," said
Eddie Flowers, who has been
involved with Toys for Tots for
seven years. "The recognition is
nice, but to be able to make a
difference in a child's life is the
real honor," said Flowers, who
works in Dental Assistance. ■

CAREER CORNER
Make time work for you.
Howard Shenson, an au
thority in the consulting
business, offers the following
time-management suggestions.
He recommends you pick the
ideas that are reasonable for
you and discard those that
don't fit your style.
• Identify your prime times.
Plan your most important work
for those times.
• Recognize that creativity
comes in spurts, so don't try
to be creative when you're not
in the mood.
• Invest 10 minutes in the
morning or evening to plan
your day. Self-discipline will
work for you.
• Block out times for undis
turbed work; do not allow
yourself to be interrupted by
phone calls or anything else for
90 to 1 20 minutes. You may
even consider blocking out
entire days.
• Admit to and live with
being a deadline junkie -
don't feel guilty about it. Some
people do their best work
under extreme deadline pres
sure.
• Learn to say " no." Arrange
your work schedule and your
social obligations in a fashion
that is most productive and en
joyable for you. Also, to get
the most out of every day,
learn speed reading, limit all
meetings to 45 minutes and
force yourself to delegate.
Source: The Professional Consultant
& Information Marketing Report,

20750 Ventura Blvd., Woodland
Hills, CA 91364.

The Disney m
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Joe's
Mag ic
King dom
By Mel Hughes,
Public Relations Technician

'1?here are Mickey Mouse
�perations and Mickey
Mouse people. To call an
operation "Mickey Mouse" is not
a compliment. Mickey Mouse
people, though, are different they're people who haven't lost
their sense of wonder.
And within the "magic
kingdom" of BCBSF, we have a
Mickey Mouse person - who
does not run a Mickey Mouse
operation. The person is Joe
Girouex. The operation is
Materials Management.
Despite the usual Mount
Vesuvius of paperwork on the
desk waiting to erupt, and the
standard, nondescript furniture,
there's still a little magic in
Girouex's office. The pencil
holder full of Mickey Mouse
pens and pencils, a Mickey
Mouse coffee mug, a gumball
machine and a stuffed Eyore the
Donkey adorning a nearby
cabinet differentiate this office
from most others. In the middle
of Materials Management, where
everything is shades of grey, Joe
Girouex has injected stardust.
Girouex himself is usually on
the phone. Here in the world of
corporate dress-for-success, he
wears a nice, conservative suit

U

Photo by
Virginia Cra

- with a paisley Mickey Mouse
tie, a gold Mickey Mouse tie
tack, and Mickey Mouse buttons
on the jacket.
"You could call me a Mickey
Mouse kind of guy," Girouex
says.
Just don't call Materials Man
agement a "Mickey Mouse"
operation.
"Virtually everything you use
comes from us," he '11 tell you
pointedly. "There are twelve of
us handling twelve major
functions. We service the
company statewide for stock,
records retention, document
shredding - and the list goes
on.
"We stay very busy in
Materials Management -- espe
cially now with the relocation.
Last month, we pulled more
records than we have pulled in
the past three years."
Joe Girouex didn't become a
Mouseketeer just to add some
color to his steel-shelf and
concrete world. In the nine years
since he took a youth group to

the central Florida attractior
Disney World has become a
of life.
"I loved it the first time J
went," he explains. "Then I
a notice about their annual r
I started going more often now my family and I are re�
there. We probably spend at
thirty days a year at Disney
World."
A BCBSF employee for
years, Girouex finds Disney
be the perfect stress vent. "l
terials Management may nol
have all the answers, but we
know where to find the ansv
So, people are always comir
us with a crisis - the 'I nee
yesterday' syndrome - and
can get hectic. My wife wo1
in sales - another hectic jol
But at Disney it's another w
it's our own little world.
"A lot of people think I 'r
crazy for being such a Disne
fan," Girouex says. "But I\
been crazy for . . . oh, about
years now!" ■
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Toys For Tots
Is A Winner
By Susan Barnes,
Public Relations intern

)ixteen years of hard work
)have finally paid off for the
5 B CBSF employees who
;anize and perform in the
mal Toys for Tots Variety
)W. They were recognized at
lunteer Jacksonville's Annual
,ards Dinner on April 25 for
ir extraordinary work.
B CBSF was one of three
porate finalists chosen on the
:is of exemplifying excepr1al voluntarism to the com
.nity. All three finalists were
:sented awards by WJXT-TV4
;hors, Deborah Gianoulis and
m Wills.

he 1990 Toys

- Tots Variety

w rehearsals,
'iow directors
irbara Mitch
ell and Eddie
Flowers act
happy.

The winner received $ 1 ,000
to be donated to the organization
of choice. BCBSF, as a runner
up, received $250 and awarded
the prize to the Marine Corp's
Toys for Tots Drive. Last year,
B CBSF collected more than
2, 100 toys for the Marine Corp's
Toy Drive.
"We are honored that we
received recognition for our
service to the community," said
Eddie Flowers, who has been
involved with Toys for Tots for
seven years. "The recognition is
nice, but to be able to make a
difference in a child's life is the
real honor," said Flowers, who
works in Dental Assistance. ■

CAREER CORNER
Make time work for you.
Howard Shenson, an au
thority in the consulting
business, offers the following
time-management suggestions.
He recommends you pick the
ideas that are reasonable for
you and discard those that
don't fit your style.
• Identify your prime times.
Plan your most important work
for those times.
• Recognize that creativity
comes in spurts, so don't try
to be creative when you're not
in the mood.
• Invest 10 minutes in the
morning or evening to plan
your day. Self-discipline will
work for you.
• Block out times for undis
turbed work; do not allow
yourself to be interrupted by
phone calls or anything else for
90 to 1 20 minutes. You may
even consider blocking out
entire days.
• Admit to and live with
being a deadline junkie -
don't feel guilty about it. Some
people do their best work
under extreme deadline pres
sure.
• Learn to say " no." Arrange
your work schedule and your
social obligations in a fashion
that is most productive and en
joyable for you. Also, to get
the most out of every day,
learn speed reading, limit all
meetings to 45 minutes and
force yourself to delegate.
Source: The Professional ConsultanJ
& Information Marketing Report,

20750 Ventura Blvd., Woodland
Hills, CA 91 364.

The Disney memorabilia in
Girouex's office is a mere
fraction of what's in his
house - a real "Mouse
House." "Our kitchen has
Mickey wall paper, ice
trays, spatulas, pots and
pans - even an egg shaper
so your fried egg can have
mouse ears. Our son' s
bedroom is done in 'Fanta
sia' ." Mickey Mouse is,
however, conspicuously
absent from the living room
-- except for the five-foot
tall stuffed one.

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Joe's
Magic
Kingdom
By Mel Hughes,
Public Relations Technician

U

'if'here are Mickey Mouse
operations and Mickey
Mouse people. To call an
operation "Mickey Mouse" is not
a compliment. Mickey Mouse
people, though, are different they're people who haven't lost
their sense of wonder.
And within the "magic
kingdom" of BCBSF, we have a
Mickey Mouse person - who
does not run a Mickey Mouse
operation. The person is Joe
Girouex. The operation is
Materials Management.
Despite the usual Mount
Vesuvius of paperwork on the
desk waiting to erupt, and the
standard, nondescript furniture,
there 's still a little magic in
Girouex's office. The pencil
holder full of Mickey Mouse
pens and pencils, a Mickey
Mouse coffee mug, a gumball
machine and a stuffed Eyore the
Donkey adorning a nearby
cabinet differentiate this office
from most others. In the middle
of Materials Management, where
everything is shades of grey, Joe
Girouex has injected stardust.
Girouex himself is usually on
the phone. Here in the world of
corporate dress-for-success, he
wears a nice, conservative suit

Photo by
Virginia Crawford

- with a paisley Mickey Mouse
tie, a gold Mickey Mouse tie
tack, and Mickey Mouse buttons
on the jacket.
"You could call me a Mickey
Mouse kind of guy," Girouex
says.
Just don't call Materials Man
agement a "Mickey Mouse"
operation.
"Virtually everything you use
comes from us," he '11 tell you
pointedly. "There are twelve of
us handling twelve major
functions. We service the
company statewide for stock,
records retention, document
shredding - and the list goes
on.
"We stay very busy in
Materials Management -- espe
cially now with the relocation.
Last month, we pulled more
records than we have pulled in
the past three years."
Joe Girouex didn't become a
Mouseketeer just to add some
color to his steel-shelf and
concrete world. In the nine years
since he took a youth group to

the central Florida attraction,
Disney World has become a way
of life.
"I loved it the first time I
went," he explains. "Then I got
a notice about their annual pass.
I started going more often - and
now my family and I are regulars
there. We probably spend about
thirty days a year at Disney
World."
A BCBSF employee for 24
years, Girouex finds Disney to
be the perfect stress vent. "Ma
terials Management may not
have all the answers, but we
know where to find the answers.
So, people are always coming to
us with a crisis - the ' I need it
yesterday' syndrome - and it
can get hectic. My wife works
in sales - another hectic job.
But at Disney it's another world,
it's our own little world.
"A lot of people think I 'm
crazy for being such a Disney
fan," Girouex says. "But I've
been crazy for . . . oh, about 24
years now! " ■

"'' l In Fort Lauderdal◄
Georgia Brennan

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Pam Stubbs, who works in
Senior Market Operations, has
been the Northeast Regional
Walk coordinator for four years.
For the last two years, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
has won recognition as the
largest corporate team, beating
out other large corporations in
the area such as Southern Bell
and Prudential. Stubbs received
an award from the March of
Dimes for the T-shirt she de
signed with the theme: "Cam
paign for healthier babies." The
design featured a baby sur
rounded by building blocks that
spelled out WalkAmerica.

Surf's Up,
Dudes!
U

�here's nothing nicer than a pat on the
back and a few words of appreciation
for a job well done -- except maybe a party!
Employee Appreciation Day is one way
BCBSF says thanks to all employees for
their hard work during the year.
Featuring everything from a male buns
contest (yes!) to a Stealth bomber flyby, the
company shows it knows how to have fun ...

--

Bill Aberly was the center of attention

as he demonstrated his special dance
techniques during the male buns contest.

Darrington, Good1
bassador for Brow
County. Local dee"
Stevie Knox and B
Mitchel/from
Y-100 put on their
shoes, too.

- • , .••fr, 11(-.1

West Coast Region
Thirty-three walkers in the
Tampa and Sarasota offices
participated in the walk and
raised more than $4,500.
Yolonda Hazel, coordinator
for the West Coast team, col
lected funds by placing change
containers next to the vending
machines. Hazel said, "Our soft
drinks are only 40 cents and
most people deposit two quar
ters, so the change containers
filled up pretty quickly."

Central Region
Sixty-six walkers partici
pated and raised more than
$ 1 ,600. Sue Trzaskus, Member
In Pensacola (L-R) -- the McAllisters: Tom, ship and Billing supervisor and
Darlene, Mandy and Shay; Pat Miller and
WalkAmerica coordinator, said
daughter Leanne; Sue Pederson.
the best money maker was "a
chance for dinner for two at the
Outback Restaurant and tickets
Northwest Region
to the Miami Dolphins/Fraternal
Twenty-two walkers partici
pated in the Pensacola Walk, and Order of Police charity basket
ball game." In addition, they had
approximately 60 employees
sales, candy sales and
bake
made monetary contributions,
raffles for a hair and makeover
raising $ 1 ,000. Sue Kever,
Customer Service manager, sold sesion, an Orlando Magic
doughnuts and collected employ basketball game, and a glamour
ees' spare change to raise money. makeover photo session.
Karen Smeltzer, March of
Southern Region
Dimes' Northwest Regional
The Miami and Fort Lauder
director, spoke to the employees
offices squared off to see
dale
and also showed a video about
who could raise the most money;
the March of Dimes' purpose.
the Miami office triumphed.

Fermin Gonzalez, Human
Resources manager and Walk
America coordinator for the
Miami office, said 1 03 walker
raised more than $5,000. Ferm
credited Ann Marie Rodrigue
for the sizable donation. Ro
driguez held a rally to encoura,
employees to take part and alsc
urged them to get their familie:
involved. "Even the children
were given money jars to colle
donations," said Rodriguez.
Four employees from the
Fort Lauderdale office partici
pated in the Walk and raised
more than $330. Georgia
Brennan, customer servie
representative and WalkAmeri,
coordinator for the Fort Laude1
dale office, said, "the interest a
support we had from manage
ment -- especially Regional Vii
President Dick Smith -- was
tremendous."
Brennan has been active w
the March of Dimes for four
years. Currently, she is a board
member of the Broward Count:
March of Dimes and is involve
with twelve March of Dimes ac
tivities. "Caring is what it's all
about," she said. "Our particip,
tions should show how thank:fi:
we are that we have -- or know
someone who has -- healthy
babies."

■

Bob Eagle, right, takes aim and
fires: Mike Jones, left, is going,
going, gone.

FLORIDA Focus

At Your
Service

y John Nunn, director of
1perior Customer Service

new Customer Service
irectory is just what the
employees ordered ...

ASPEN NOTES
Aspen Networking is easy! To send a message from you r mailbox
to any other BCBSF ASPEN mailbox in the state, just follow these
steps:
1 . Record your message (press # at the end);
2. Enter the node number and mailbox number;
3. Enter any desired deliver options, (urgent, private, etc.)
4. Press # to send the message.
ASPEN node numbers for offices around the state are:
Riverside Home Office Complex -- 220
Freedom Commerce Centre -- 225
Northeast Region -- 830
Tampa Metro Office -- 720
M iami Metro Office -- 820
Fort Lauderdale Office -- 825
Orlando Metro Office -- 520

ave you ever received a
phone call from a customer
has questions about a claim
ants answers about insurance
rams? If so, you'll appreci
he new customer service di
>ry that is now available to
employees answer custom1uestions. It provides cus!r service numbers, many of
1 toll-free, for the various
>r groups and segments
ISF serves.
By Susan Barnes,
When the members of a vol
Public
Relations Intern
er work group first distriba survey to measure emRegions rally to help the
ee interest in such a direcMarch of Dimes' fight
they received 49 responses
against birth defects.
>f 37 surveys distributed -
est was so high that people
e copies for others to fill out f1J7undreds of B CBSF
{Ji) employees across the state
return!
stepped out to help raise money
lurrently, the work group
for
the March of Dimes. They
developed the directory is
joined
the WalkAmerica 1 99 1
ing with Telecommunica
walkathons held around the state
: to put it on-line for com
and also raised money through
r access.
if"ou may order the directory bake sales and other activities.
The money raised will be
1gh stock requisition. Place
hind tab VII in the corporate used to provide prenatal care and
education throughout Florida
,hone book. Send directory
and also will help fund further
ges to Edwin Zittrower in
medical
research related to birth
Training, 1 3T. ■
defects.

1

•

Below: In Orlando, Bill Freeman and Pete
Burchett are dressed to thrill as they serve
up the vittles

Put On Your
Walking Shoes
Jacksonville
Approximately 240 B CBSF
employees participated in the
Jacksonville walk and raised
more than $9,000.

In Tampa (front row, L-R) : Marina Blanco,
Joyce Arnold, Joelle Martinez, Joanne
Beardsley, Devion Arnold, Patty Brady,
A ndrea Liston, Nancy Steinwinter. Back:
Tiffany Hazel, Tamaka Bailey, Jeanne
Carnall, Cecil Williams, Dmeter Dragov
ich, Sharon Dragovich, Rob Streeter,
Alyson Streeter, Kimberly Gray, John
Doolittle, Marcy Doolittle, Tiffany Betha!,
April Allen.

Above : two-stepping at Freedom Com
merce Centre. Below: The real treat is
finding a shady spot on a sunny day.
Right: Al Washington celebrates his 50th
birthd':,J) n �_t]if •
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FOR YOUR BENEFIT

Open Enrolltnent For
Salary
.. Deferral
By Kim Peri Lambert

The Salary Deferral Savings Program is a convenient,
easy way for employees to build their long-term
financial security. Open Enrollment for the Salary Deferral Program is
the time of year when employees can join the program or make
changes in their investment choices and/or savings amount. If you are
not yet participating in the Salary Deferral Savings Program, the July
Open Enrollment will be a good time to start.
Employees who are age 21 and have worked for the company one
year or more can elect to save from 1 percent to 1 6 percent of their pay
on a pre-tax basis. By saving money before taxes are withheld, employ
ees reduce their taxable income. The company makes a matching
contribution to build the employee's savings by adding 50 cents for
every dollar the employee saves, up to 6 percent of the employee's pay.
Employees decide where to invest the contributions. They can
choose to invest entirely in one fund or split contributions among one
or more of four investment funds -- Income Fund, Balanced Fund,
Stock Fund and Money Market Fund.
Each quarter, employees receive a written statement that keeps
them informed of how much they have contributed, how much BCBSF
has contributed and the amount of earnings (or losses) on the funds.
The Benefits staff will give a presentation of the Salary Deferral
Program on June 4 and 5. Newly eligible employees are encouraged to
attend. Immediately following the formal presentation, the Benefits
staff will be available to answer individual questions about the Salary
Deferral program or any other Blue Ribbon Benefits programs.
Employees who want to make changes, either in the amount of
their contribution or their selection of various investment funds, need
to complete an Enrollment Change form. Enrollment forms and materi
als will be sent to employees at the end of May. Enrollment forms must
be returned to Compensation and Benefits (RHOC, 1 Tower), by
Friday, June 2 1 . Requested changes will be effective with the first
payroll in July.
If you have any questions, or would like more information about
the Salary Deferral Savings Program, please contact Cheryl Matthews
(RHOC, 79 1 -6923) or Bev Ames (FCC, 363-4624.)
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Service
Anniversaries
The following individuals, with
their job title and location noted,
celebrated anniversaries in May:
S years
John N. Arfanis, Account Repre

sentative, FfL
Karen M. Blaner, Other Carrier
Liability Analyst, FC 1
Terri Beth Bosma, Secretary LD
Cust. Svc., MIA
Charlotte H. Brooks, Secretary A,
JMA
Nuris Camallea, Claims Examiner
B, MIA
Gloria S. Carvajal, Corres. Repre

sentative B , HOC

Angela M. Dean, Claims Examiner
B , MIA
Kathy M. Dove, Medical Under

writer I, FC2
Fannie M. Forcine, Clerk A, FCl
Jack R. Fountain, Jr., Mainte
nance Technician A, HOC
William T. Freeman, Dir. Re
gional Operations, ORL
Thomas K. Goodman, Account
Representative, JAX
Anna G. Howe, Group Accounting
Specialist, FC2
Julia A. Range Johnson, Corres.
Rep. B , HOC
Debra D. Nichols, Telemarketing
Sales Rep., GIL
Nancy M. O'Donoghue, Word
Proc. Operator, Med.B, JMA
Scott A. Vigh, Hardware Support
Specialist, FSB
Deborah J. Williams, Supv.
Claims & Cust. Serv., FCl
Terry M. Wooding, Utiliz. Review
Coordinator II, GNV

Ready To
Respond

L-R: Shift leader
and officers Sha.
Mark Mantarro
second and third
respectively in S,
Security's physic
testing. They rec
plaques and Spoi
gift certificates. '.
staff took the tra1
award in compel
with the RHOC s
plaque is on disp
FCJ lobby desk.

By Bill Bland, manager of
Safety and Security

Safety and Security person
nel are well prepared for
emergencies...

"€J/

�hortly after they are hired, as
part of their safety and secu
rity training, all officers attend
classes conducted by SOS
Technologies, the oldest private
safety consulting firm in the
United States. Officers then
return for refresher courses at
least once each year.
The SOS class, called
Comprehensive Emergency
Response Training (CERn,
helps prepare BCBSF officers to
deal appropriately with medical
emergencies until Fire and
Rescue personnel arrive on the
scene.
Besides teaching basic first
aid and CPR (cardiopulmonary
resuscitation), CERT also spe
cifically addresses how respond
ers can recognize and effectively

control their own stress and
anxiety, so they are better able to
help others during an emergency.
The training is coordinated
by Dee Ponsell, retired chief of
the Rescue Division of the
Jacksonville Fire Department.
Ponsell's ties with the Fire
Department give B CBSF an
unusual advantage because many
of the instructors are firefighters
or paramedics assigned to the
stations that respond to BCBSF
emergencies.
This helps the instructors
monitor and critique our staffs
performance and then develop
training sessions personalized to
B CBSFs specific needs.

REMINDER:
• If your office is served by o nsite BC BS F officers, report all
emergen cies to Safety and Security. Don't call 9 1 1 -- when
rescue personnel arrive , they go to Safety and Security for
inform ation and assistance.
• Always call Safety and Security first: they will respond to
you r call i mmediately, and the n will direct rescue personnel
to the right location.
• Dial #1 000 for emergencies at the Riverside Home
Office Com plex. At Freedom Com merce Centre, dial
#3000.
• Offices not served by BCBSF security officers should
call 9 1 1 in an emergency.

BCBSF Safety and Seem
officers also attend annual fir
safety training. Conducted b:
Jacksonville Fire Department
inspectors, the classes includ,
recognition of fire hazards an
practical, hands-on training
about how to use fire extingu
ers to control small fires.
Safety and Security empl,
ees also must take a physical
fitness test every six months :
are required to meet minimun
standards established accorcfu
to age and gender. The test i�
based on the YMCA's "Y's W
to Fitness." Officers are teste
in several categories, includin
cardiorespiratory fitness, bod:
composition, flexibility and
muscular strength and endur
ance.
All this training helps ens
that our Safety and Security
officers are well prepared to
handle any emergency. ■

EMPLOYEES ONLY

Savings
For The
Stars
By Virginia Crawford,
>ublic Relations Specialist
l onn Tipton, B CBSF
district sales manager for
asota and Ft. Myers, preted prizes and savings bonds
1e three winners of the
.rth Annual Night of Stars
ay Contest held recently in
Myers. B CBSF, through its
)Orate charitable contribu.s policy, provided the
.ngs bonds, which totalled
0.

on is
�ales
r for
: and
yers.

_
_
...._
___
_
L1 ___.

"We are very interested in
>ing our community," said
:on. "In the first three
1ths of this year, we have
1sored about four events, and
1ave targeted about six more
1e South Florida area. We
interested in promoting job
ortunities, anti-drug mes:s, reaching out to help the
teless and other community
;ems like these."

10 years

The Night of Stars essay
contest -- which had a "Just Say
No" to drugs theme -- was spon
sored by Outreach, Inc., a teen
adolescent drug rehabilitative
center in Cape Coral. Approxi
mately 300 middle school
students participated in the
contest, which was open to Lee,
Charlotte and Collier counties.

Good
Blood
By Virginia Crawford

Latest Blood Drive is a
success, thanks to your
efforts ...

(j

f you were one of
approximately 240 em
ployees who gave blood at
the recent BCBSF-sponsored
drive in Jacksonville, then
you helped donate more than
200 units of blood for the
Jacksonville community.
"We are very thankful to
all the employees who
donated blood," says Doug
Green, who coordinated a

Ailene Kiesel, Community
Relations director for Outreach,
Inc., says, "This contest gives us
an opportunity to say good things
about good kids. " The proceeds
of the event go to the teen drug
rehabilitative center, which
currently helps about 40 families
whose teenagers are experiencing
substance abuse problems. ■
Blood Drive Commimee
made up of representatives
from Riverside, SWD, Bay
meadows Buildings 7 and 9
and Freedom
Commerce Centre.
Committee
members coordi
nated, recruited
and scheduled
donors for their
own buildings.
"The success
of the blood drives was
greatly due to the time, efforts
and organizational skills of the
committee," said Fran Bond,
donor resources consultant
with the Florida/Georgia
B lood Alliance, a non-profit
community service in
Jacksonville. ■

Com m ittee
Mem ber

Location

Earline McKinnie
Antoinette Pearson
Joyce Burns
Pat H iers
Brenda Short

Riverside
86
SWD
16
FCL, #9 and
BCBS F, #7 33
FCC
70

Units
Collected

Wanda Y. Beauford, Claims
Service Rep. IV, FC2
June D. Dowdell, Medical Review
Analyst RN, FC I
Barry G. Ferrio!, Sr. Systems
Analyst, FC2
Henderson J. Gamble, Clerk C,
FC I
Brad M. Halpin, Senior Systems
Analyst PAS, HOC
Michael R. Hightower, VP Govt.
& Legislative Relations, HOC
Leroy Jones, Supervisor Branch
Audit PARD, TMP
Michael R. Liebl, Supervisor
Microforms Systems, HOC
Matthew J. Long, Supervisor
Branch Audit PARD, JPO
15 years
Mary L. Adams, Telemarketing
Sales Rep., GIL
Susan L. Brooks, Program OPS
Dev. Analyst, SWD
Betty L. Clark, Reimb. Comm.
Specialist Med. B., SWD
Carl A. Corsuti, Project Consultant
C, HOC
Kathy R. Cox, Other Carrier
Liability Analyst, FC l
Linda E. Douglas, Claims Exam
iner B, JMA
Diana M. George, National Ac
counts Benefit Analyst, FC I
Donna Gibson, Subrogation
Coordinator, FC I
Barbara S. Harley, Supv. Claims
& Cust. Service, FC 1
WiJliam R. Munis, Section Leader
VII, HOC
Terry L. Paul, Fraud & Abuse
Analyst, SWD
Ping Sham Pun, Dir. Statistical
Med. Underwriting, GIL
Catherine W. Rushing, Corp. Fin.
Res. Analyst, HOC

Nona M. Stanley, Section Leader
IX, FC2
Rushon M. Watson, Senior Exam
iner, FC2
20 years
Gwendolyn J. Garvin, Correspon
dence Analyst, HOC
Donna J. Greathouse, Customer
Service Rep. B, FC2
Myra L. Wilson, Operation
Analyst II, JMA
25 years
Martha J. Aderhold, Mgr. Private
Business Claims, FC2
Phyllis M. Cody, Senior Advisor,
FC I
Janet E. Dennie, Customer Service
Rep. B, MIA

New
Employees
We welcome the following new
employees -- hired through April
15 and noted by their job titJe and
location -- to Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida:
Randall T. Abernathy, Project
Specialist ER & Empl., HOC
Mary A. Alderman, Micrographics
Product Clerk, HOC
Cheryl L. August, Group Ac
counting Specialist, FC2
Janet B. Bailey, Utilization Review
Coordinator, PEN
Deborah B. Baldwin, Claims
Examiner A, HOC
Anna M. Barton, Image Entry
Operator, HOC
Robin C. Berry, Image Entry
Operator, HOC
Laura L. Brannen, Executive
Secretary A, JXM

BLUE CROSS AND BLUE
SHIELD OF FLORIDA'S
CORPORATE OBJECTIVES
These are the company's strategic
objectives for 199 1 . Plans and initia
tives undertaken this year should be
in support of one or more of these
objectives:

Excellent Service

We will provide to our customers
predictable, understandable, hassle
free service that is consistent with
their expectations at purchase and
that minimizes the need for customer
involvement with payment to
providers.

Financial Strength

We will maintain Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida as a financially
strong and competitive organization.

Market Share

We will attain dominant private
market share consistent with financial
soundness, delivery of superior
service and our overall provider
strategy.

National Association

We will support a strong, effective
national organization of plans.

Organizational
Effectiveness

We will develop and maintain an
effective, highly motivated and
productive organization.

Provider Relationships

We will create sustainable competi
tive advantage through effective
business relationships with providers.

Public Understanding

We will gain public and governmen
tal understanding, acceptance and
support of corporate policies, pro
grams and actions.
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Anita L. Braswell, Claims Exam
iner A, HOC
Donna L. Carter. Statistical Clerk
A, GIL,
Tracey S. Carter, Image Entry
Operator, HOC
Debra 0. Coxwell, Secretary A,
HOC
Linda L. Culbreth, Image Entry
Operator, HOC
Chanetta A. Culber, Claims
Examiner A, HOC
Margaret L. Cummings, Micro
graphics Product Clerk, HOC
Darrin Dantzler, Customer Service
Rep. B, FC2
Donna M. Diraimo, Customer
Service Rep. B, FC2
Debbie E. Douglas, Secretary B,
HOC
Dennise A. Field, Claims Examiner
A, HOC

Patricia Frazier, Customer Service
Rep. B, FCl
Linda G. Green, Secretary B,
TAM
Carla R. Hester, Data Entry
Operator, HOC
Paul C. Hester, Programmer
Analyst, HOC
Nancy H. Hill, Data Entry Opera
tor, HOC
Brendan M. Hodges, Claims
Examiner A, HOC
Lisa M. Jones, Customer Service
Rep. B, FC l
Lori A. Jones, Image Entry Opera
tor, HOC
James B. Key, Corres. Representa
tive B., FC2
Robert E. Lawson, Claims Exam
iner A, HOC
Janet L. Lennox, Claims Examiner
A, HOC

Susan K. Lucas, Policy Issue
Spec., FCL
Beverly A. Miller, Secretary A,
HOC
Alan K. Monday, Customer
Service Rep. B., FC2
Tammy L. Newby, Correspon
dence Rep A, SWD
Pamela P. Newton, Image Entry
Operator, HOC
Cynthia L. Norman, Clerk B,
HOC
Terry W. Powell, Clerk B, RIV
Sarah B. Powers, Image Entry
Operator, HOC
Helen S. Prescott, Medical Review
Analyst FN, FC2
Albert G. Sarkees, Customer
Service Rep. B, FC l
Lisa M. Sessions, Customer
Service Rep. B, FCl

BUILDING A CASE
fur Better Hearing and Seeech

PHOIO R. IANNAZZI

' ' L.A. Law' ' television star
Richard Dysart and poster
child Kimberly Bloss have
formed a partnership to
share this message of help
and hope. Like them, more
than 24,000,000 Americans
have hearing or speech prob
lems. They support the fact
that most people can now
be helped-through rehabil
itation, often with hearing
aids, or with medicine or
surgery. If you suspect that
you or a loved one has a
hearing or speech problem,
make your case today. Write
the Council for Better
Hearing and Speech Month
for a free resource booklet.
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Academy of Dispensing Audiologists •
Alexander Graham Bell Association for
the Deaf • American Academy of
Ocolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery
• American Association of Retired Persons
• American Audicory Society • American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association •
American Tinnitus Association • Better
Hearing Institute • Boys Town National
Institute for Communication Disorders in
Children • Deafness Research Foundation
• Delta Zeta Sorority and Founda,ion •
EAR Foundation • Gallaudet University •
Hearing Industries Association • HEAR
NOW • House Ear Institute• John Tracy
Clinic • Midwest Ear lnstiwtc • National
Captioning Instiwte • National Grange •
National Hearing Aid Society • National
Technical Institute for the Deaf, Rochester
Institute of Technology • Psi Iota Xi
Sorority • Quota International Foundation
• Senoma Foundation • Society of
Otorhinolaryngology and Head-Neck
Nurses

Council for Beuer Hearing & Speech Month
502 1-B Backlick Road
Annandale, VA 22003
1-800-EAR WELL (327-9355)

FROM THE TOP

Dollars And Sense
By Dick Thomas, senior vice president,
Treasurer and Chief Financial Officer

We are now in a period of
,1,)ompanies are in business to
moderate
earnings. Financial re
� earn money and make a
sults for the first quarter of 1 99 1
profit. When a company is prof
are good: the company and its
itable, it's good news, right?
consolidated subsidiaries have
Not always, as some of our
generated a net income of $37 . 1
employees have learned.
In our case. even though we
million. Titls compares very fa
vorably to last year's perform
are a mutual insurance company
ance.
owned by our policyholders, we
still need positive earnings. To
We've also gained contracts.
the general public and even some
Our contract gain and good
of our customers, positive earn
financial performance suggest
ings mean "profit." Explaining
that we have been very success
ful managing the company, that
the subtleties of the "industry's
six-year underwriting cycle," or
we have made sound business
"months in reserve" or "seasonal decisions, and that our managed
claims trends" is not an easy task care programs are attracting a
-- especially to a friend or
larger customer base.
neighbor who stops you at the
But to a friend or neighbor
checkout line in the grocery store who has experienced premium
when the clerk says: "Place of
increases for insurance coverage,
employment?" and you answer:
our earnings might seem too
"Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
strong. Their sentiment is: "It
Florida."
seems like B CBSF would reduce
Recently, several employees premiums if it's making money have told me they were asked
- or return some of the profit
why the company is "making so
back to the policyholders."
much money."
So how can you respond if
They suggested that other
someone asks about the com
employees might also be dealing pany's performance?
with questions from their friends,
Depending on the exact
relatives and neighbors about the question, here are a few possible
company's financial performance answers to help people under
-- not only in good times, but
stand BCBSF's performance:
also in not-so-good times.
1) During the first part of the
year, our performance is gener
ally stronger. Customers must
first meet deductibles, so they

send more chums in for procei
ing in the second half of the
year.
2) Our industry is in the p,
years of a six-year cycle callee
"the underwriting cycle" whicl
usually shows three years of
gains followed by three years ,
losses.
3) We try to build equity
during the "high points" of th2
cycle so that we have enough
money to pay for any unexpec
increases in the claims our pol
cyholders submit. Right now,
company is prepared to pay fo
the future health care costs its
customers will experience.
4) Some of our earnings ai
used for researching and devel
oping new products for our
customers. Stress that we are
always looking for ways to be1
serve people's needs.
I hope these messages hel1
We should all be able to say w
pride that B CBSF is working
hard on our customers' behalf 1
provide health care coverage
when they need it. ■
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OM THE TOP -- Do friends and neighbors ask you
,ut BCBSF's financial performance? Dick Thomas
�rs some suggestions for helping others understand
v the company works ...
CPLOYEES ONLY -- Helping South Florida teens
st Say No" to drug abuse; Results from the latest
,od Drive; and why the Safety and SecuritXi
>artment is ready for any emergency.
ORIDA FOCUS -- A new Customer
·vice Directory should help you
wer questions; March of Dimes'
lkers raise money to fight birth defects;
ys For Tots program is a winner!
THE SPOTLIGHT --Joe Girouex's

.gic Kingdom; Employee Apprecia
n Day photo highlights; new
ployees and service anniversa
�.
Snapshots
,PEN NOTES -- More new

de numbers.

1.REER CORNER -- Make time

rk for you.

)R YOUR BENEFIT -- An
mcing Open Enrollment for
lary Deferral.

On The Cover:

�eynaldo Regulacion, Safety and Security officer,

recently returned from the Persian Gulf, where he
served in the 202nd Medical Group.
Photo by Virginia Crawford.

Emma C. Shipman, Customer Service
Rep. B, FC2
Joyce E. Smiley, Medical Review
Analyst RN, FC l
Terrelle J. Smith, Customer Service
Rep. B, FC l
Margaret L. Spahnle, Individual
Benefit Coordinator, FC I
Vickie E. Stephen, Clerk B , HOC
Stephanie D. Tompkins, Claims
Examiner A, HOC
Judy L. Vieren, Senior Actuarial
Analyst, UBM
Gia L. Watson, Image Entry Operator,
HOC
Sherrie J. Watson, Group Accounting
Specialist, FC2
Shirley A. Whitlock, Customer
Service Rep. B, FC I
Donna M. Wilkinson, Accounting
Clerk B, HOC
Leon E. Williams, Safety & Security
Trainee, HOC
Joan M. Young, Clerk B, JXM
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1990Awards
• Jacksonville Golden Image award
for best magazine
• Best Public Relations Printed
Material, Florida Public
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• Award of Distinction, magazine
category, Florida Public Relations
Association (state level)
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U.S. Savings Bonds are as
solid as a brick wall. They are
safe, backed by the U.S. Gov
ernment. They are a competi
tive investment, with market
based rates and tax-deferral
and tax-exempt features.
Bonds purchased on a regular
basis are a painless way to
make your savings grow. Ask
about U.S. Savings Bonds
where you bank or work.

L
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U.S. SAVINGS BONDS
THE GREAT AMERICAN I NVESTMENT
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POSTSCRIPT
Oh sure, it's probably not as
glamorous as it seems, being a
consultant. The travel, the rich
foods, the rapt attention of the
crowds -- surely all that gets old
quickly.
By Rejeanne Davis Ashley
But just as surely, there are
perks that make all these horrid
A tomcat in a suburban neighbor
glamour trappings seem more
hood prowled back yards by moon bearable.
Knowing, for example, that
light, yowling and screeching in
pursuit of ever more amorous
your opinion matters more than
adventures.
anyone else's -- isn't that a plus?
Suddenly, the yowling stopped.
And having, almost de rig
A neighbor asked the owner if old
ueur, a story for all occasions -
Tom got killed. "No," he said. "We doesn't this fill you with joy? I
had him fixed. "
would give up chocolate for life if
"Oh, " said the neighbor, "so
I could acquire and repeat the rep
he 's not prowling at night any
ertoire of long-winded, com
more, huh ? " 'Well," the owner
plicated and politically correct
said, "he's still gone every night,
stories, most with a moral, that
but now he goes out as a consult
you employ at will and with the
ant. "*
very slightest provocation.
I can't even remember the
@est easy, consultants. I am
i. punch line to "knock knock,
who's there?" jokes.
� not here to make catty re
marks. (I can see you now,
Given just these
hackles raised, making
few incentives, it's no
careful notes, faxing
wonder I aspire to
orders to your secretary _,.,
consultanthood.
to summon samples of
Why don't they
torts, one finger on the
offer consultant
phone to call your
training modules?
attorney. Slander! As
,·· Is it because demand
persions! Insults!)
would so far exceed
I am only here to envy you, to
capacity that no work would
dream of the day when I, too, can
get done?
carry crisp clean cards that simply
The sad truth is, I probably
say: Consultant
have less chance of achieving my
This is my goal in life.
goal than I do of winning the
Just as the Mona Lisa, that
Lotto or kissing Kevin Costner.
enigmatic painting, has fascinated
Hmmm ... Kevin Costner.
us for centuries, so do consultants
Forget what I said about being
fascinate me. Who are they? What a consultant I have a new goal in
is it they do? Why do they get paid life.
so much money?
*Fro m Communication World, May 1 991 .

The Cat's
Meow
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Keepi ng
Kids Safe
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Teach Your Children To

✓ Use the telephone. Practice making emergency phone calls with them.
✓ Memorize their name, address, and phone number (including area code).
✓ Walk confidently and stay alert to what's going on around them.
✓ Walk and play with friends, not alone.
✓ Refuse gifts or rides from someone they don't know well.
✓ Go to a store clerk or security guard for help if you become separated in a
store or mall.
✓ Look out for other kids' safety and report anything that seems suspicious.
✓ Tell you if anyone touches them in a way that makes them feel uncomfortable.
A message from
the National Crime Prevention Council
in partnership with ADT.
Provided by:

B U LK RATE
U . S. POSTAGE
PAI D
JACKSONVI LLE, FL
PE RMIT NO. 85

B lu e C ross and Blue Shield of Flo rida's
Safety & Secu rity Department

After livi ng i n Saudi Arabia's
alley" fo r five months, BC
e m ployee Reynaldo Regu l
says, "It's g reat t o be h o r

